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A new formula relating \textit{power} to \textit{invar} is derived with applications to powers of inverse functions. This formula is used to discover a formula for \textsc{NATMUL} that is slightly more compact than what was previously known. The entire theory of multiplication of natural numbers could be built up starting with this result. The discovered formula for \textsc{NATMUL} is verified by an independent derivation.

the new invar formula

The following conditional rewrite rule holds for inverse functions:

\begin{verbatim}
 subvar[inverse[ff]]
 intersection[invar[ff], P[domain[ff]]]
\end{verbatim}

Because of this formula, one needs a new rewrite formula for powers of inverse functions. This is the new result:

\begin{verbatim}
 SubstTest[U, subvar[
  union[cross[composite[id[omega], SUCC], cross[Id, z]], id[cart[singleton[0], Id]]],
  z \mapsto inverse[ff]]

 U[intersection[invar[cross[composite[inverse[SUCC], id[omega]], cross[Id, ff]]],
  P[union[cart[intersection[omega, complement[singleton[0]]], cart[V, domain[ff]]],
  cart[singleton[0], Id]]]] == composite[SWAP, power[ff]]]
\end{verbatim}

To facilitate pattern matching, we modify this equation slightly, and reformulate it as a new conditional rewrite rule:

\begin{verbatim}
 U[intersection[invar[cross[composite[inverse[SUCC], id[omega]], cross[Id, f_]]],
  P[union[cart[intersection[omega, complement[singleton[0]]], cart[V, x_]],
  cart[singleton[0], Id]]]] :=
  composite[SWAP, power[f]] /; \textsc{FUNCTION}[f] \&\& x == domain[f]
\end{verbatim}
\section{plus[x]}

In particular, since the integer \texttt{plus[x] = composite[NATADD,RIGHT[x]]} is a bijection, the new formula applies to powers of \texttt{plus[x]}. One also needs to make use of the following result, which says that \texttt{power[inverse[plus[x]]]} is equal to \texttt{composite[SWAP,power[plus[x]]]}.

\begin{verbatim}
SubstTest[power, inverse[y], y \to plus[x]]

  power[composite[inverse[RIGHT[x]], inverse[NATADD]]] :=
  composite[SWAP, power[composite[NATADD, RIGHT[x]]]]

  power[composite[inverse[RIGHT[x]], inverse[NATADD]]] :=
  composite[SWAP, power[composite[NATADD, RIGHT[x]]]]
\end{verbatim}

\section{reify argument}

The use of \texttt{reify} to derive a formula for \texttt{NATMUL} is speeded up by turning off the \texttt{simplify} flag.

\begin{verbatim}
simplify = False;
\end{verbatim}

Here is how \texttt{reify} is used to discover a formula for the binary function \texttt{NATMUL} which multiplies natural numbers:

\begin{verbatim}
Map[rotate[inverse[#]] &,
 SubstTest[reify, x, composite[F[x], power[G[x]]], {F[x] \to composite[
    id[cart[omega, V], inverse[intersection[omega, singleton[x]]]],
    inverse[LEFT[0]], id[composite[SWAP, SECOND, composite[SWAP, SECOND]]],
    id[composite[cart[omega, V]], inverse[FIRST], SUCC, FIRST]],
    cross[inverse[E], Id]]],
 id[composite[inverse[E], IMAGE[Id[composite[cart[singleton[0], Id]]]]]],
 inverse[FIRST]],
 inverse[IMAGE[cross[Id, inverse[LEFT[0]]]], E]], id[cart[omega, V]]]
\end{verbatim}

\section{independent verification}

The formula for \texttt{NATMUL} can be verified without appeal to the theory of reification. The catch is that one needs to know what this formula is.
SubstTest[assert, forall[x, equal[composite[u, LEFT[x]], composite[v, LEFT[x]]]],
{u \rightarrow \text{NATMUL,}
 v \rightarrow \text{composite[rotate[composite[complement[composite[composite[rotate[NATADD], SWAP, RIF, cross[SECOND, composite[SWAP, SECOND]]],
 id[composite[id[cart[omega, V]], inverse[FIRST], SUCC, FIRST]],
 cross[inverse[e], Id]]], id[composite[inverse[e]],
 IMAGE[composite[cart[singleton[0], Id]]]]], inverse[FIRST]]],
 inverse[IMAGE[cross[Id, inverse[LEFT[0]]]], e], id[cart[omega, V]]]}

True == equal[\text{NATMUL,}
 composite[rotate[composite[complement[composite[composite[rotate[NATADD],
 SWAP, RIF, cross[SECOND, composite[SWAP, SECOND]]], id[composite[
 id[cart[omega, V]], inverse[FIRST], SUCC, FIRST]], cross[inverse[E], Id]]],
 id[composite[inverse[E], IMAGE[id[composite[cart[singleton[0], Id]]]]]],
 inverse[FIRST]]],
 inverse[IMAGE[cross[Id, inverse[LEFT[0]]]], E], id[cart[omega, V]]]]

\section*{comments}

In practice one only needs to use the formula for \text{NATMUL} once, to derive a simpler formula for \text{composite[NATMUL, LEFT[x]]. The latter quantity is much simpler to work with, and is what is actually needed in practice to derive the properties of multiplication. So the only role for the complicated formula for \text{NATMUL} itself is just to prove that it exists. Of course, if one is willing to simply add the existence of \text{NATMUL} as an additional axiom of set theory, then the formula would not be needed at all. That is, if one wants to be lazy, one could just add a new axiom that there exists a function satisfying the following equation:

\text{composite[NATMUL, LEFT[x]] == composite[}
 \text{id[image[V, intersection[omega, singleton[x]]]], iterate[plus[x], singleton[0]]]}

True

The identity function in this formula is needed to combine the cases that \text{x} is a natural number and the case that it is not a natural number. One could of course simply write out separately these two cases:

implies[member[x, omega],
 equal[composite[NATMUL, LEFT[x]], iterate[plus[x], singleton[0]]]]

True

implies[not[member[x, omega]], equal[composite[NATMUL, LEFT[x]], 0]]

True